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BCG-LIKE METHODS FOR SOLVING

NONSYMMETRIC LINEAR SYSTEMS

Jae Heon Yun and Myung Suk Joo

ABSTRACT. This paper proposes two variants of BCG-like method 
for solving nonsymmetric linear syterns. It is shown that these new 
algorithms converge faster and more smoothly than the existing BCG 
and BiCGSTAB algorithms for problems tested in this paper.

1. Introduction
The classical Conjugate Gradient (CG) method of Hestenes and 

Stiefel [1] with some preconditioning technique is one of the most pow
erful iterative methods for solving large sparse linear systems Ax = b 
with symmetric positive definite coefficient matrices A. However, this 
algorithm fails in general for nonsymmetric linear systems. In the last 
15 years, a large number of generalizations of the CG method have 
been proposed for solving nonsymmetric linear systems [2,5,6, 7,8,9]. 
The Bi-Conjugate Gradient (BCG) method [4], the Conjugate Gra
dient Squared (CGS) method [2], and the stabilized variant of BCG 
(Bi-CGSTAB) [3] are typical examples of those for solving nonsym
metric linear systems. Unfortunately, all iterative methods developed 
to date for nonsymmetric indefinite systems are either slow converging 
or converge fast only for very special case.

Throughout this paper, we consider variants of BCG-like method 
for solving nonsymmetric linear systems Ax = b, where A is a sparse
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matrix of order n. For simplicity, all coefficients of A and b are as
sumed to be real. BCG seems like an ideal algorithm because of its 
short recurrence (i.e., 3-term recurrence), but in practice it has a few 
disadvantages:
* The transpose of A is often not available for certain applications, 

such as linear systems arising in ordinary differential equation 
solvers.

* Each iteration step requires two matrix-vector multiplications (one 
with A and the other with the transpose of A) which are double 
the cost of CG.

* BCG often converges irregularly. In finite precision arithmetic, 
this irregular convergence behavior may slow down the speed of 
convergence.
In 1989, Sonne veld, proposed the Conjugate Gradient Squared 

(CGS) method [2] which converges to the exact solution much faster 
than BCG whenever the CGS converges. One iteration step of the 
CGS algorithm requires two matrix-vector products with A, but no 
matrix-vector products at all with the transpose of A. The CGS seems 
like an attractive variant of the BCG, but, like BCG, it also exhibits 
rather erratic convergence behavior. This erratic convergence makes 
the method more sensitive to round-off errors on the finite precision 
arithmetic. To handle this problem, Van cler Vorst [3] proposed the 
Bi-CGSTAB algorithm which uses local steepest descent steps to ob
tain a more smoothly convergent CGS-like process. In many cases, it 
was shown that Bi-CGSTAB converges more smoothly and also often 
faster than both BCG and CGS.

The purpose of this paper is to propose BCG-like algorithms which 
converge more smoothly and faster than Bi-CGSTAB. In Section 2, 
BCG and Bi-CGSTAB algorithms are briefly reviewed and then a new 
BCG-like algorithm MR-STAB is proposed. We also propose another 
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BCG-like algorithm COM-STAB which is a combined version of the 
Bi-CGSTAB and the MR-STAB. In Section 3, we report all compu
tational results for MR-STAB and COM-STAB. The performance of 
MR-STAB and COM-STAB is compared with Bi-CGSTAB. Finally, 
some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 4. From now on, AT 
denotes the transpose of A, and (•, •) denotes the Euclidean inner 
product on Rn x Rn and || • ||么 denotes the Euclidean norm on Rn.

2. BCG-like Algorithms to be Proposed
We first review the BCG method [4] for solving Ax = b, where 

A is a nonsingular and nonsymmetric matrix of order n. The BCG 
algorithm on which the BCG-like algorithms to be proposed in this 
paper are based is described below.

Algorithm 1 : BCG
Choose ⑦o and then compute r()= b — Axq

Choose ro such that (〒o,r()) 羊 0, and set po = rQ and po =
For i = 0, 1, ... , k, ... , until satisfied, do:

Oii = (八,孔)/(人1).八후)
:亂十1 = ⑦느 十 伏iPi
孔十1 = ri — aiApi
r^i = 八 一 aiATpi

= (孔十1, r+L )/(r Vi)

Pi+i = n+i + 0iPi
Pi-i-i = n+i + ^iPi

From this scheme, rz- = Pj(A)r(), ri = Pi(AT)r0, pi = 7\(A)r(), and 
Pi = where Pi(t) and Ti(t) are the i-th degree polynomials
with Pi(0) = 1. Moreover, Pi(A) and TgA) satisfy the following 
relations :

(2.1) Po(A) = T0(A) = I
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(2.2) P斗i(A) = Pi(A) — aiATi(A)

(2.3) 꼬斗i(A) = Pi+iG4) + 0iTi(A)

The basic properties among the vectors generated by the BCG 
algorithm which are proved in [4] are as follows:

(2.4) (n,rj) = 0 if i / j

(2.5) (Api.pj) = 0 if i/j

For an arbitrary vector c, (c, Ac, … denotes the subspace
spanned by {c,』4c,... ,Am—Jc}. From properties (2.4) and (2.5), it 
follows that

(2.6) n 丄 쓔oM7수(),••• ,G4Ty—協)

(2.7) Api 丄(7수o,刀흐九, …，(刀흐)'—協)

Next, we briefly review the existent BCG-like method Bi-CGSTAB 
[3] which computes an approximation Xk whose residual is of the form 
rk =(2k(A)A：G4)ro, where Qo(t) = 1 and for > 1 Qk(t) = (1 - 
wi/)(l — W2<). • • (1 — Wjtf). The parameter Wk is determined at the 
fc-th iteration so that || 〒k ||么 is minimized. It is clear that 〒o = 
r()= b — Axo- If we define pk = ⑨乂세引⑴孔), then the Bi-CGSTAB 
algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 2 : Bi-CGSTAB
Choose xq and then compute = b — Axq
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Choose fo such that (〒o, 〒o) / 0 and set p()= ro
For i = 0, 1, 2, ..., k, ..., until satisfied, do:

oii = (九,己)/(〒0, 刀瓦)

Si = 己 一 aiApi
ti = ■月•昌 i
Wj 十 i = (ij, Si)/{ti, f j)
⑦i-f-1 = 애i 4” O【iPi 十 l沙서<1亂
〒거“1 = 亂 一 이)i斗~1히
If || 〒거_i ||2 < (tolerance), then stop
0i = {(?o, 己+i)/(?o,〒i)}{m/wi+i}
j》十1 = n+i + /3i(pi — wi+1Api)

Now, we will consider the Minimal x’esidual Bi-CGSTAB (called 
MR-STAB from now on) which is a new variant of BCG-like method. 
Notice that the polynomial Qk(t) in Bi-CGSTAB is a product of k 
linear polynomials with (入(0) = 1. However, the MR-STAB al
gorithm to be developed below uses a polynomial Q；k(t) which is 
a product of k quadratic polynomials. In other words, the MR- 
STAB computes an approximation X2k whose residual is of the form 
r$k = Q；人(』4)722人(』4)7‘(), where Q^t) = 1 and for A: > 1 (끼리) = 

(1 + Wit + W2^2)(l + W3Z 十 w.ii2) •••(!+ W2k—it + W2A』2), and the pa
rameters W2k-i and ii)2k are determined at the k-th iteration so that 
|| v_k H2 is minimized. Clearly, = ro = b — Axq.

To derive the MR-STAB algorithm, for each i let

荷 = QlMr2i = Q*.(A)P2i(A)r0
(3.1)

• P2i = =G4)P2i = =G4)T,i(A)ro

where P2i(A) and 7세4) are defined as in (2.1) - (2.3). We will 
describe how r；斗么 ancl P21+2 can be generated from given vectors r— 
and P2i-
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Denote
〒2i+i =(2；iG4)7=+i = 7차 一 a2iAp2i

(3.2) = Q；iG4)2Z2i+i = r2i+i + ^2iP2i

冗2i+2 = Q2i(A)r2i+2 = 冗2 개-1 — <=十1刀 @2z+l.

Using (3.1) and (3.2), it follows that
r2i+2 = <52i+2(J4)r2i+2

(3.3) = 0『 + + W2斗 2』42)Q；iG4>2，+2

= 冗2i+2 + W2i+1』4 후2斗2 + ?刀2斗2』42후2斗2

P；i+2 = Q$i+2G4)P2i+2

化 사) = Q；i+2(X)r22+2 + 乃2개-l=_H2(X)P2i+l

= r2i+2 十 @2i+l(J + W2i+1 刀 + 이%十必2)(%(刀)7=+1

= r2i+2 + @2i+l(@2i+l + W2i+M@2i+1 +《=+2刀2百 2i+l)

The parameters a%, 02心 사%十1, and 02너~1 used in equations (3.2) and
(3.4) are the same as those in the BCG. To express these 4 param
eters in terms of new vectors - r&, 汗2斗1, 호2i+i, 冗2i+2, - which
are denoted in (3.1) and (3.2), we use the properties (2.6) and (2.7) 
that the BCG algorithm satisfies. Notice that the highest order term 
of Q^pl7”) is W2W4 • • - W2i(AT)2t by the definition of and the 
highest order term of 리AT) is (—l)2tao«i • • • a2i—1(/4흐)21 from re
lations (2.1) to (2.3). Using these facts, one obtains

Mi = 0스 2i,r2i)/G4p2i, 유 2i)

= (G4T)21>o,r2i)(—l)2i€l'O시느 - • • 伏2?_1 

((AT)2?:Fo,A2Z2i)(—l)2心'Wi • ••<=—!

(3.5) = (Q4r)2저o,r2i)W2W4 • • • W2i

((AT)2'日:0, Ap2i)W2W4 • • • w2i
= (7=, Q；iG4T)Fo)/G4p2i, 『어 0)
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02i = (〒2개-1,7"2i+l)/(〒2i, ?%)

=： ((AT)2서'1〒O,r2i+1)(—l)2斗1伏0伏1 … g2i

((A『)2才\), 7\2i)( —1)2仏oM • • • <=-1

(3.6) = z )((A『)2개"b수0,7》十1>2?刀4 • • • w2j
Q2z ((A꾸)2浮0,r2i)W2W4 •。• W2i

= (-cv2i)((?；iG4T)〒o,

= (—a2i)G4 凡 i+i,『o)/(r추,〒o)

시%+1 = (〒2斗1,7’2斗1)/04?2斗1,02개-1)

(3.7)

(3.8)

三 (r…,(*)=+弓0)

— (Ap2i+1^A^^rQ)
= (刀후2i+i,『o)/(A272i+i,Fo)

02z+L = (?2/+2,7%十2)/(?2斗1,7%十1)

—( 서이(r2i+r,(*)=%)

= (― 시%十1)(刀2 凡 i+Vo)/(%2i+i,〒o)

It can be seen from equalities (3.5) to (3.8) that six matrix-vector 
products with A are required to determine four parameters 心包心 02i, 
ct2i+i, and 021+1 • This is too expensive, so that an efficient way to 
find these parameters for given r& and is described below:

1. Compute Ap^i and then determine n% using (3.5)
2. 후2i+i = 우후 一

3. Compute A^H-i ^nd then determine 此 using (3.6)
4. @2i+l = 冗2i+l. + 02iP；i
5. Ap2i+1 = ^22+1 + @2iAp*i
6. Compute A(』4호2H~i) and then determine 伏2斗1 using (3.7)
7. 주2i+2 = 주2i+l — 시':2개~1 刀百2개-1
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8. A후2斗2 =』4즈2i+l — 시包斗1刀（』4百2i+l）
9. Compute』4（』4冗八十2） and then determine 02i+i using （3.8）

As can be seen above, these procedures require only four matrix
vector products with A （i.e., each for steps 1, 4, 6, and 9） which is 
a significant reduction as compared with six matrix-vector products 
with A. The next thing to do is to determine W2i+i and W2i•누2 in 
order to compute r；거_2 in equation （3.3）. The W2斗 1 and 1£%十2 are 
determined so that || r☆十2 ||么 is minimized. After r☆十2 조 computed, 

can be easily computed using equation （3.4）. Therefore, we 
obtain the following algorithm:

Algorithm 3 : MR-STAB
1. Choose Xq and then compute r： = b — Axq

2. Choose vq such that （F（）,r；） 斗 0 and set = r；

For i = 0, 2, 4, ..., 2k, ..., until satisfied, do:
3. Compute Ap*
4. = =（77,7스0）/（』47겨,7수0）

5. 鉛十1 = Xi +（싸虎

6. 己十 1 = 퍼 一 aiAp^
7. Compute A己十 1
8. 0i = （ —«i）｛G4己十1,7수0）/（77，?0）｝

9. Pi+i = 己十 1 + @ipQ
10. Api+1 = A己十1 + MpQ
11. Compute A（A百斗 1）

12. Q'i+i = （A己十nFoVCAG^i+i）,^）
13. ⑬十2 = 臥+i + %+iA+i
14. 己十2 = 己+i —（yi+1Api+1
15. Ari+2 = Ari+1 — a2+iA（Api+1）
16. Compute A（A己十2）
17. Find w+（ and Wj十2 such that || r；十么 ||2 is minimized
18. xi+2 = ⑬+2 — w斗i己十么 一 Wi十2刀己+2
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19. 7후+2 = 하十2 + Wi+iAf\+2 + Wi+2,4(Af\+2)

If || ?7+2 II2 < (tolerance), then stop
20. 十 1 =(—시슈十1 ▽{(세刀으기_2 )?『0 )/(』4흐게 7’())}

21. 2#十2 = r；+2 + 凡十1(瓦+1 + Wj+iAj5斗1 + wz+M2瓦十1)

Notice that f^i = b — A⑬十i and 己十么 = b — Ax^ in the MR- 
STAB. Since the properties (2.6) and (2.7) in the BCG are utilized 
implicitly, the MR-STAB method is also a finite method, i.e., in exact 
arithmetic it will terminate in at most n iteration steps unless it breaks 
down.

It can be easily seen that the MR-STAB algorithm requires four 
matrix-vector products with A (i.e., each for steps 3, 7, 11, and 16) 
to execute two iteration steps. Here, execution of two iteration steps 
in the MR-STAB means all computational steps for computing new 
vectors ⑦우十2, 7겨十沙 ancl rH-2 fr°m previously computed vectors ⑦心 pQ, 
and r* (i.e., steps 3 through 21 in Algorithm 3). The computation of 
Wi and w十i in step 17 can be easily done using equation (3.3) and 
the following relations:

斗2)= 0
(r：十沙시2己+2)= 0

Thus, step 17 requires 5 Inner product operations. The operation 
counts of the Bi-CGSTAB and the MR-STAB listed in Table 1 are 
those required to execute two iteration steps.
Table 1 : The operation counts of Bi-CGSTAB and MR-STAB

Operation Type Bi-CGSTAB MR-STAB
Matrix-vector product 4 4

Inner product 8 10
Vector update 12 14

Since the || 7$十2 ||么 in step 17 is minimized over two dimensional 
vector space T?2, it may be expected that the MR-STAB converges 
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faster than the Bi-CGSTAB in which residual norm is minimized over 
one dimensional vector space 2?1. Numerical experiments in Section 
3 also show this fact. Table 1 shows that the MR-STAB requires two 
more operation counts for each of Inner product and Vector update 
than the Bi-CGSTAB. However, this is not a big problem because MR- 
STAB converges faster than Bi-CGSTAB (see Fig. 1 through Fig. 4) 
and the Inner product and Vector update are much less expensive 
operations than the Matrix-vector product.

To take advantages of both Bi-CGSTAB and MR-STAB, we pro
pose a combined version of Bi-CGSTAB and MR-STAB which is now 
called the COM-STAB algorithm. In other words, the COM-STAB al
gorithm executes the Bi-CGSTAB and the MR-STAB alternately. By 
doing so, the average operation counts per iteration of COM-STAB 
become slightly smaller than those of MR-STAB. The COM-STAB 
algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 4 : COM-STAB

Choose ⑦o and then compute 〒o = b — Axq

Choose ro such that (ro5 ^o) 7으 0 and set j5()= 〒o

For i = 0, 3, 6, ..., 3k, ..., until satisfied, do:

Find :以十i, 〒斗i, and 沈十i using Bi-CGSTAB which starts

with Xi^ 己, and pi

If || 츠十i ||2 < (tolerance), then stop

Set r__i = ri+1 and 虎+1 = Pi+i

Find 臨十3, 7$十으, and p；十3 using MR-STAB which starts

with xi+1, ?7+1, and p.*+1

If || r*+3 H2 < (tolerance), then stop

Set f거_3 = r.*+3 and 沈十3 = p*+3
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3. Numerical Results
In this section, we consider linear systems Ax = b with banded 

Toeplitz matrices A of order n, since the discretization of the par
tial differential equations often leads to such a matrix or a low-rank 
modification of one. All numerical experiments have been carried 
out in double precision floating point arithmetic. The right-hand 
side vector b was chosen so that the exact solution Xt to Ax = b is 
Xt = (1,1,, 1)丁. In all cases, the iteration was started with initial 
approximate solution ⑦ o = (2,2,, 2)r, and the iteration stopped 
when the norm of residual is less than IO"6. All numerical results for 
n = 200 and 400 are summarized in Fig. 1 through Fig. 4.

EXAMPLE 4.1. This example is one in which Bi-CGSTAB con
verges fairly smoothly. The matrix A is given as follows.

/4 —2 0 0 ... 0\
1 4 -2 0 ... 0
0 1 4 -2 ... 0

A =
0 0 1 4 ...

• •
0

\0 0 0
• •
0 ...

4〉

As can be seen from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the MR-STAB and COM
STAB converge faster and more smoothly than the Bi-CGSTAB. In 
addition, the COM-STAB converges as fast as the MR-STAB, which 
means that the COM-STAB performs slightly better than the MR- 
STAB since the average operation counts per iteration of COM-STAB 
is less than those of MR-STAB.

EXAMPLE 4.2. This example is one in which Bi-CGSTAB con
verges irregularly. The matrix A is given as follows.
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/2 1 0 0 0 ... 0\
0 2 1 0 0 ... 0
1 0 2 1 0 ... 0

A = 0 1 0 2 1 ... 0
0 0 1 0 2 ... 0

\0 0 0 0 0 ... 2 /

As can be seen from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the MR-STAB and COM
STAB converge faster and more smoothly than the Bi-CGSTAB, and 
the COM-STAB converges faster than the MR-STAB.

4. Concluding Remarks

For the problems considered in this paper, the MR-STAB and 
COM-STAB converge faster and more smoothly than the Bi-CGSTAB 
which was recently proposed by Van cler Vorst for the purpose of rem
edying disadvantages of the BCG. Also notice that the COM-STAB 
algorithm which executes the Bi-CGSTAB and MR-STAB alternately 
performs slightly better than the MR-STAB algorithm since the for
mer converges as fast as or better than the latter. Therefore, we have 
some preference of the COM-STAB over the MR-STAB. However, we 
need further research to see how well the COM-STAB performs over 
the MR-STAB for other problems. On the basis of our work, we rec
ommend the use of MR-STAB or COM-STAB instead of Bi-CGSTAB 
to solve large sparse nonsymmetric linear systems.
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Number of iterations

Fig. 1. Performance of Bi-CGSTAB, MR-STAB, and 
COM-STAB (Example 4.1., n = 200)

Fig. 2. Performance of Bi-CGSTAB, MR-STAB, and 
COM-STAB (Example 4.1., n = 400)

Number of iterations
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Bi-CGSTAB -------

MR-STAB .........
COM-STAD -------

Number of iterations

Fig. 3. Performance of Bi-CGSTAB, MR-STAB, and 
COM-STAB (Example 4.2., n = 200)

Number of iterations

Fig. 4. Performance of Bi-CGSTAB, MR-STAB, and 
COM-STAB (Example 4.2., n = 400)
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